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Performance Comparison ofMQAM OFDM
Based WLAN System in Presence of Bluetooth
Interference with AWGN and Rayleigh Fading
Channel
Minakshmi Roy, R.S. Jamadagni

Abstract- Wireless local area networks (WLAN) operating in
2.4GHZ ISM band are often subjected to interference from
narrowband signal like Bluetooth, Zigbee etc. A system designer
should consider the interference effect on WLAN for getting the
best performance. Bit error rate (BER) of BPSK-OFDM based
WLAN in presence of Bluetooth (BT) interference using
rectangular BT spectrum is given in some previous work [19].
But it is seen actual BT spectrum is non rectangular. So when
Bluetooth's interference power will be high with respect to
WLAN's power BER or symbol error rate (SER) of WLAN
obtained using rectangular BT spectrum will not match with
actual values of BER or SER in presence of Bluetooth
interference. The reason is leakage effect in other sub carriers
with respect to the sub carriers where Bluetooth has actually
hopped is not considered in case of rectangular BT spectrum. In
this paper we propose a interference model to find the power of
Bluetooth (BT) interference for each sub-carrier of an OFDM
based WLAN. Then using sub carrier power to interference
power ratio symbol error rate (SER) for each WLAN sub-carrier
is obtained in AWGN and Rayleigh fading channel. Finally
average SER for the MQAM-OFDM based WLAN in presence of
Bluetooth interference is given. Comparisons of BER or SER
using the proposed model with the model of rectangular BT
spectrum [19] are given.. From the results it is seen that SER or
BER curves using proposed model is closely matching with the
actual SER or BER curves.
Index Terms-Performance, WLAN, Bluetooth, ISM band,
OFDM, IEE802.11g. Performance, SER, AWGN, Rayleigh
Fading Channel, SIR, SINR etc

I.

INTRODUCTION

W

LAN based on IEEE802.11g standard, very popular
because of its number of attractive features like high
throughput of 54Mbps, immunity to lSI (intersymbol
interference) and ICI(inter carrier interference) etc.
IEEE802.11g is a wireless standard, designed for replacement
of Ethernet, uses OFDM as modulation and operates in the
ISM (Industrial, Scientific, Medical)band of 2.4GHz. It can
operate in the range of 100m. Bluetooth is also one of the most
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popular- wireless standards for short range (typically 10m)
communication; supports 1Mbps data rate, uses GFSK
modulation and operates in 2.4GHz wireless band.
As both the systems operate in the same ISM band
interference is inevitable when they operate near to each other
at same time. So performance of WLAN in terms SER or BER
is definitely worse in presence of Bluetooth. From literature
[8,14-19] performance of WLAN in presence of Zigbee,
Bluetooth can be found. It is seen most of results are based on
experiments. We propose a theoretical model to find the
power of Bluetooth interference in each OFDM sub-carrier
which will give sub-carrier to interference power ratio and
using the sub-carrier to interference power ratio performance
of OFDM based WLAN in terms of SER is obtained by
averaging the SER of all the sub-carriers. In the previous
work [19] it is seen that BT spectrum is modeled as shown in
figure2 . But it is seen that BT spectrum is not actually
rectangular. For that reason when noise power is high or
interference power is low SER obtained using rectangular BT
spectrum will not much differ from actual SER. But for the
case when interference power is high (signal to interference
ratio is less than 20dB particularly for 16QAM or 64QAM
OFDM system) SER obtained using rectangular BT spectrum
will be less than the actual SER. In the proposed model the
spectrum of BT is modeled as shown in figure2 (actual BT
spectrum) and for that reason SER obtained using the
proposed model is almost matching with the actual SER.
The paper is organized as follows: In section I introduction is
given. In section II overview of OFDM and Bluetooth system
is given. In section III interference model and analytical SER
is given. In section IV simulation results are given. Section V
summarizes and concludes the paper
II. OVERVIEW OF OFDM AND BT
In OFDM system information data are coded and modulated
using convolution code of certain code rate and any of the
MQAM modulation technique respectively. For 54Mbps data
rate OFDM signal coding rate, 3/4 and 64QAM modulations is
used. The discrete time model of OFDM system block is
shown in figure1. The operation of OFDM system is briefly
described below [1-4]:
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Figure 2. WLAN and Bluetooth Spectrum
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After inserting cyclic prefix by premultiplying with matrix
f cp of dimension (Ncp+NFFT) xNFFT , the transmitted vector
is passed through the channel. Then cyclic prefix is removed
in the receiver by premultiplying with cyclic prefix-remove
matrix of Rep of dimension N FFT »(Ncp +NFFT) . After that
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Figure I. Bluetooth interference in WLAN
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removing cyclic prefix by and performing FFT operation by
premultiplying with matrix F.
(2)

Where,H=diag[Ho,H., ....,HNFFr _I], N=[~,}{, ...,~1'FT

The above diagram shows the interference model of BT in
WLAN. Bluetooth signal is modulated by Binary Gaussian
frequency shift keying (GFSK). The signal is transmitted
using frequency hopping. It hops in any of the 79 frequency
band of 1 MHz in the ISM band between 2.402-2.483GHz
Each packet is transmitted at different hop frequency with
maximum hopping rate of 1600 hops/so The above diagram
also shows the difference between actual non-rectangular BT
spectrum and rectangular BT spectrum . It can be clearly
noticed from the diagram that when the interferer (BT) power
is high number of sub-carriers affected by BT interference will
increase which will increase the SER or BER of the OFDM
system. But using rectangular BT spectrum the number of subcarriers affected will remain same for high or low value of BT
power. So using the non rectangular BT spectrum which is
marked as actual spectrum in the figure2 more accurate value
of SER or BER for OFDM system, particularly for lower
value of signal to interference ratio (SIR), can be obtained .
III. INTERFERENCE MODEL
The GFSK modulated signal can be written as [9,10,20,22]:

where H is the equivalent channel transfer function matrix
and N, is additive white gaussian noise (AWGN). Now
inner matrix iJ = RcpHlcp is a circulant matrix and from the
properties of circulant matrix it can be shown. -

SlJ[(t,D) =( Acos( 2Jr(fc +.ft)t+<I>(t;D)))
and its low pass equivalent waveform is written as:

SBT(t, D) = Re ( Ae(J(2JrJit+<l> (I;D))) )
Thus use of cyclic prefix maintains the orthogonally of the
carrier which is just weighted by a factor of the channel
transfer function. As a result demodulated output after FFT is
given by:
(4)
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(6)

(7)

Where, A=--J2Et/TBr , Eb is the energy per data bit, TBr
symbol period and!c,
of the
frequency

is the

fi

denotes the carrier and hopping
BT
signal
respectively
and

I E {O, 1..78} . <I> (t, D) denotes time varying phase of the
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which can be
TBT as:

expressed
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in the
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(8)

i=-oo

(9)

q (t ) =

Where,

Lg ('Z")d

'Z" , g(.) is the shaping

pulse

which is obtained by filtering a rectangular pulse with
Gaussian filer and L1 is the length of g(r) and D, € {+ 1,-1}
denotes random data input and h is modulation index. In eq
(9) On denotes the accumulation (memory) of all the symbols

Similarly samples corresponding to next BT symbol (after
GFSK modulation) can be written as:

( 15)
(16 )

up to time (n-1)TBT and first part of eq (9) is dependent on the
data bit D; at time instant nTBT. Now from eq (7) and using eq
(8) complex valued data at the output of the GFSK modulator
is written as:

-- Bl PQ

n+l,l

Y n+l e jBn

(1 7)

Sur(t, D)=Ae(J(2trf l +8,,)) (CfY3(2JrhD"q(t-nTBT ) ) +jsin(2JrhD"q(t-nTsr ))) (10)

(18)

Where
As D; is + 1or -1 and cos(x)=cos(-x) ,sin(x)=-sin( -x);
So eq(10) can be rewritten as :

Where ¢sn is the phase difference of the phase Bntl of Nth

~sr<t,D) =AJJ(2JifIt4 l)((X1)( 2Jdrtl -nTB!')) +jI)"sin( 2JThtt-nTB!')))
Let Ae

(i(21rJit))

cos (2Jrhq(t - nTBT )

jAe(J(21Tft t») sin (2trhq(t - nTBT )

(11)

= P(t)

Let

= Q(t)

Then eq (11) becomes

S~T(t,D) =(YInP(t) + Y2nQ(t) )e JOn
Where

YIn =1; Y2n

sample of the vector S~Tn and the initial phase on.

(12)

= o;

P

C
S BT
denote the vectors of GFSK modulated BT samples
n

corresponding to one OFDM symbol period. Where
superscript p denotes the number of BT signal in one OFDM
symbol period According IEEE802.11g standard [11] one
OFDM symbol period TOFDM=4J.ls and one BT symbol period
TBT=IJ.ls. So in one OFDM symbol period there will be 4 BT
symbols or the value ofp corresponding to one OFDM symbol
interval is 4. S;~n has Nl =N*4 data samples and B;Qn is a

If there are N samples for one BT symbol period, then in
matrix form eq(12) is written as:

NIx 8 deterministic matrix and

Y:

is a 8x1 matrix of
4

unknown random data and phase. If S~Tn is a matrix of the
samples of the 4 BT modulated symbol then

S~Tn,l

BPfln,t

l{rffsr+(N-IfFs,jJ

=,lJ!4.

£IBn

Where subscript I is given to denote the dependence on zth
hopping frequency of Bluetooth.

Yn =

[~J

(19)

(14)
SC
BTn+3J

Where

Yn+l

=

Sc4
BTnl -

Qrffsr+(N-I)T;,jJ

J:

«-:

Sc
BTn+l,l

'
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prefix is ~th of the symbol duration. So L=16 is taken in our

i:r,jT

simulation. After performing FFT on

BlPQ,,+1,1
Where, B;Qn,l

kth sub-carrier is given by:

=.

N FFT- 1

lBT
k,l,j

= '"
~

"j

F.kin
.NFFT
t J.

Yn4 depending upon transmitted set of binary data:

={ L{Dn+IDn+2Dn+3} E {-1-1-1-1,-1-1-11,....,1111}
={ ~,Xi,····,Xi5}

[BT.
k,I,)

So eq(20) can be rewritten as:
n.]

n,I,J

-

4
F.k hlBP,Q
y4n j.e jOn
n,l

= ( lBT
.,IBT., ...lBT )
O,I,j
I,I,j
N-I,l,j

(21)

(25)

'

T

4

eq (25), the vector of interference on kth sub-carrier of an
OFDM symbol is given by:

v:k,1y4n,je

jOn

(26)

The magnitude, of the interference l:T
jOn

for the kth sub-

carrier is independent on the initial phase on' and depend on
the magnitude of the product of the matrix Vk,1 and matrix Yn~j

Where subscript j is given to denote the dependence on
particular data input vector X j

(24)

F is the FFT transform matrix. LetVk,1 = ~hlBpQn' So from

[ BT _
k,l,j -

WherejE {O,I,....,15}.

4 y4. e
= B PQn

N FFT

c4
F.k hlsBT..

-

-

"

Where

s:
BTn,l,j

-j~

In matrix form the above equation is written as:
] BT _
kl . -

xj

in,l,j e

n=O

BlPQn+3,1

Clearly is

interference on the

•

The received BT data vector S~~n in OFDM receiver is

So for the particular hopping frequency fi magnitude or power
of the BT interferer on kth WLAN sub-carrier will depend
upon the data input vector

passed through a low pass filter of impulse response hlp/I). Let

T:0 FDM

and

T:

be the sampling time of the OFDM and BT

signal respectively. Then the filtered BT samples in OFDM
system is [21]:
NI-I

i(n,l,j) =

L hlp! (nT:°

FDM

-iT: )s~~nl.j.(i)

(22)

i=O

After removal of cyclic prefix of length L in OFDM receiver,
which is done by premultiplying by cyclic prefix remove
matrix R cp = [ONFFT xL INFFT xNFFT

].

Where 0 is a null matrix and

I is an identity matrix and the time domain vector i of
interference become jNFFf which can be written in matrix
form as:

(23)

A. SER in A WGN

According to the equation (2) it is seen that for IEEE802.11g
or OFDM system kth sub-carrier is obtained after performing
FFT operation to received signal. From equation (4)
demodulated output Yk after FFT operation in presence of
Bluetooth interference is given by:

~

= tt.u, + l/~Jj + N k

c

.NFFT

In,t,j

-[.

-

10,I ,j

•

l I ,I ,j · ·

iNFFT -11'
JT, hl = It,h.Pf
i.]
'r

The matrix hi is a of dimension N FFTxNl. According to
IEEE802.11g standard for OFDM system N FFT=64 and cyclic
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r

Bluetooth on kth carrier when Bluetooth has hopped in

channel for jth combination data vector X j. The effective
SINR (signal to interference + noise ratio) in AWGN channel
is given by [5,6]:

SINR/,k,j
Where,

(27)

Where U, is the QAM modulated input signal and Nk is
AWGN noise, H, is the transfer function of the combined
impulse response of the transmitter pulse shaping filter and
receiver low pass filter and II , k ,]i is interference from

=r, /(~l,k,j + PN )

(28)

Where, ~ is power of OFDM sub-carrier. ~

. is the BT

I,k,j

interference power for the kth OFDM sub-carrier, for the
combination data vector x j ' for

PN is the noise(AWGN) power.

J"

t h hopping frequency ofBT.
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Where L is total no frequencies in which Bluetooth is hopping

SERI,k,j is obtained from the following equation:

and

is the total no of sub-carriers in OFDM system

after removing null sub-carriers.

(JM) ~~J
(M-1)
(JM)2~~J2
(M-1)
3S~,k,j -4 1_1_

-4 1_1_
sar,kJ JIGV

N rmnull

~,kJ

(29)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

B. SER inflat Rayleigh fading channel
If the received signal is Rayleigh faded by

a

a' ~ /(~lk.j. + PN)

=
given by: SINRI ,k.]
,

then SINR is
where pdf of-

a -is given by[5,6]:
2

a
2a --

p(a)=-e

n

n

If SER for rectangular MQAM

is approximated by:

SER::::: PQ( .J17SINR) .The parameters

f3 and 1] depend on

the constellation shape. SER for rayleigh fading channel is
expressed as[5,6]:
Therefore,

SERfadmg =
l,k,}

-ff3Q(

~

f1]SINR . 1a) 2a e-0 da
" I ,k,}
n

o

(30)

Analytical evaluation of (30) leads to a solution in the form:

.~nfi

.
SJ!-l('ading

-1)(

=2 (JM
--

I/<J

PHY layer of model of both WLAN and BT are used in
simulation. First SER of MQAM-WLAN without BT is
obtained. For OFDM based WLAN we have taken total 64
sub-carriers out of which 12 are null carriers . Frequency
spacing of each sub-carrier is .3 125KHz. For BT system
transmitted binary data bits are passed through a Gaussian
filter and filtered signal is FSK modulated by shifting the
signal frequency to any of the 79 hopping frequencies.
Bandwidth and modulation index of the GFSK modulated BT
signals is taken IMHz and 0.3 respectively. We have also
given the comparison of the SER from the above proposed
model and with the SER using rectangular BT spectrum [19]
for BPSK-OFDM, 16QAM-OFDM, 64QAM-OFDM. We
have given the results for SER performance of 16QAM and
64QAM OFDM based WLANs in presence of BT
interference. In all our simulation results SIR is ratio of total
OFDM power of all sub-carriers with interferer (BT) power.
SNR is the ratio of total OFDM power with additive white
Gaussian noise.

1.5S~,k,J.]

1-

I------'.C.:-"-----

M-1+1.5S~,kJ

JM

1.5S~,k,j

JM - 1)2( 1_
( JM
M-1+1.5S~,k,j

(~)tan-I M-1+1.5S~,k,j]
1f

- - SER ofWLAN without BT
• SER(simulation) ofWLAN with BT for SIR=20dB
- - SER(Theoritical) ofWLAN with BT for SIR=20dB
- t - SER(simulation) ofWLAN with BT for SIR=40dB
-r- SER(Theoritical) ofWLAN with BT for SIR=40dB
• SER(simulation) ofWLAN with BT for SIR=1OdB
o - . - SER(Theoritical) 0f WLAN with BT for SIR=10dB

(31)

1.5SIN1h,j

C. Average SER

As there are 16 different combination of the input data vector

x of the Bluetooth, average error probability of a particular
OFDM sub-carrier is obtained by averaging the error
probability over all the 16 possible combinations of Bluetooth
data vector x . Again to get the average symbol error for
OFDM signal SER should be averaged over the SER of all the
OFDM sub-carrier. Bluetooth is hopping at L different
hopping frequency where some frequencies are inside WLAN
frequency band and some frequencies are outside WLAN
frequency band. So average symbol error rate over AWGN or
Rayleigh fading channel is given by:
L-I Nrmnull - I 15

L

SERAWGN

= 1=0

L

AWGN
LSERI,k,)

k=O

j=O

(32)

16LNrmnull

SERfading

= 1=0

L
k=O

L SERfadmg
I,k.}
j=O

16LNrmnull
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Figure II . Comparison of SER of I6QAM-OFDM using BT spectrum from
above proposed model with rectangular BT spectrum when Bluetooth is
operating at same frequency ofWLAN with Rayleigh Fading Channel
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V. CONCLUSION

- - SER (simulation) for SIR:lOdB
f::,
SER (Theory using proposedmodel) for SIR:lOdB
- >0-- SER (Theory using rectagular Bl' spectnnn) for SIR:lOdB
- - SER (simulation) forSIR:30dB
-+ SER (Theoryusing proposed model) for SIR:30dB
100 - $- - SER (Theory using rectagular Bf spectnnn)for SIR:30dB

The paper proposes to use non rectangular BT spectrum to
evaluate the WLAN performance in presence of BT
interference. It also gives a convenient method for extracting
the non-rectangular BT spectrum using which interference
power present in each sub-carrier of the OFDM based WLAN
can be obtained. SER curves shows that SER obtained from
using eq(32) ,(33) exactly matches the SER from simulations.
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